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HEADTEACHERS NEWS
It is hard to believe that I have been at the school now for nearly a year, the
time has just flown. As normal the term has been full of exciting events such
as trips to Bletchley Park and Stoke Bruerne Canal, it was also fantastic to
see the return of the Shakespeare company to the school, this time working
with students from the middle department. Friends of The Walnuts did a
fantastic job organising the school disco and thank you to those who
donated raffle prizes. Unfortunately, the event was not as well attended as
we had hoped, it would be lovely to see more children and young people
attending these events in the future.
As we approach the Summer term key points to note:
Snack:
Next term we’ll be working hard with the
Yes
No
children and young people to promote healthy
Rice cakes
Crisps
eating. To ensure that the children and young
people are encouraged to try healthy foods
Fruit based
Chocolate
the school will only be providing fruit and
snacks
vegetable options. I recognise that for some
children and young people this will be a
Vegetables
Sweets
significant change, to support this parents and
Breadsticks
Anything concarers are welcome to send in a snack from
taining nuts
the ‘Yes’ list below.
School leavers Year 11 and Year 14:
Dried fruit
All young people who are leaving The Walnuts
at the end of Year 11 or Year 14 last day will be Friday 28th June 2019. This is
to allow students who will be remaining, to have an extended transition
period with their new class teacher and peers. The Leavers Assembly will be
on Thursday 27th June 2019 @ 2pm.
Teachers:
At the end of term we are saying goodbye to Della Wheal, Karen Lewis and
Nicky Guthrie, we wish them every success in their new adventures. We
welcome back Sarah Watts and Laura Watts (later in the term) and welcome
Natasha Jackson. We also say good-bye to our teaching assistants, Emma
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Forsey, Abbey Garvin and Ellie Nicholson.

Have a fantastic Easter break
Lisa
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PINE GROUP
During the first few weeks, I spent time getting to know Pine Class children’s personalities, likes
and dislikes. It was pleasing to observe how well the children adapted to the change.
The theme for first the half of the spring term was on Transport. The story focus was “Pirates
Love Underpants”. The children had the opportunity to dress up as a pirate, and navigate the
wooden ship in class. They used the computer paint programme to design underpants, using
circles. The Maths focus was exploring 2D shapes, building boats and trains. The Maths concept
was extended into our cooking sessions, using rectangular biscuits to build a train. The children
iced their biscuits, and used cream to create a steamy effect. They loved the twirling white steam. During the second part of
the term, the children explored earth and space. Fortunately, we were able to take most of our learning outdoors due to pleasing weather days. The children enjoyed the story, Whatever Next, and were engaged. Pine class enjoyed their visits to the park,
and swimming. Pine group team would like to wish everyone an enjoyable two week break.

CEDAR GROUP
This term Cedar have had transport and space as their topic. In the first half of the term Cedar
learnt about the different ways of travelling by air, road and sea. They made a big display
showing all of the vehicles we use to travel. They really enjoyed the messy play aspect of making
the scenery. Cedar particularly enjoyed the Barefoot books about transport and would sing
them every day. In PE they were improving their hand eye coordination and learning new ball
skills.
In the second half of the term they have really enjoyed reading all of the story books about
space and particularly liked ‘Aliens love underpants’. They thought it was funny that aliens
would travel to earth to steal and play with our underpants! As part of the topic we learnt about
the environment and how we need to look after the world. One way of doing this is picking up our litter and recycling. Cedar
enjoyed the computer program where they had to sort the rubbish into particular categories. Cedar have been working hard
on taking turns and playing with their friends in a positive way. They have enjoyed what’s in the box, playing turn taking games
and joining in physical activities with their friends.

ASH GROUP
This term Ash group have been busy with our topics of Transport and Earth and Space. We had a
lot of fun with our sensory story of Emergency vehicles, zooming around with sirens,
communicating with walkie talkies and splashing around with rescue boats. All children enjoyed
joining in and anticipating what comes next in the story.
We have also been working hard on our fine motor skills and gaining more independence with
our work tasks. We continue to enjoy spending time outside of school as well, with trips to the
park on the bus or walking to the local park, developing our skills of walking safely. This has also
helped us to start walking to the shop with a shopping list; beginning to understand how we can
buy things we want. During this term we have re organised our classroom and created a fantastic area for the children to spend
some time relaxing and beginning to develop their self-regulating skills so they are ready to learn. Lindsay, Adrianne, Jane,
Chantel and Nic

LAUREL GROUP
What a fantastic term we’ve had in Laurel. The children have had some wonderful experiences and have had a wonderful time
along the way.
Our topic for the first half term has been Transport and the children have learnt all about the different types of vehicles including trains, boats and aeroplanes. We have looked at three different books, but we especially enjoyed the Train Ride as we
went to visit Milton Keynes train station and spotted at least five different types of train. We were a little disappointed though
as we didn’t see any steam engines! We also looked at floating and sinking as a topic in Understanding the World. This was our
favourite because not only did the children get rather wet, so did the staff. It turns out we don’t float.
In maths we looked at the language of size and had great fun deciding what was big and what was small. This was made infinitely easier when comparing different sizes of chocolate bars. What was strange was how quickly the large bars became small
bars. Forest School has been a real highlight of the second half term. The children have visited Slated Row school with John
and have enjoyed exploring the Forest School area (paying particular attention to big and small trees!) and making leaf crowns.
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HOLLY GROUP
Holly Group have had a lovely spring term and we are particularly enjoying the first break of sunshine! We have
explored a variety of means of travel during our first topic of Transport, and enjoyed reading some of the books.
The children particularly enjoyed ‘Emma Jane’s Aeroplane’ and were excited to ‘visit’ different countries. The 2nd
half of spring term, the children had fun learning about verbs in our Space topic. They are
beginning to understand what a verb is and have enjoyed exploring different ways to visit
space. We also designed our own underpants to fit in with our last story of ‘Aliens Love
Underpants’.Towards the end of term we had a visit from ‘Men in Sheds’ and Holly Group
were picked to welcome our new Mud Kitchens. Kodi, Abdul and Thomas went to have a
look and gratefully received the kitchens. The children are all looking forward to using
them in the Summer Term.
We hope you all have a lovely Easter break and let’s hope the sunshine stays so we can spend some time in our
gardens or going to the park. We have many exciting things coming up in the summer term like Multicultural week
and the famous Zoo trip!

CYPRESS GROUP
Cypress group have had an amazing and creative Spring term. In the first half of this term, we have been busy
learning about different modes of transport and their use in our daily life. The
children have enjoyed listening to a wide range of books and have been engaged
with many fun activities related to their experiences about transport.
In the second half term, our topic was ‘Earth and Space’. We have explored space
and all the planets. We have travelled to the Moon and the stars through reading
space books and looked in depth at planet Earth with its continents and oceans.
We have also enjoyed spending time outside in various parks practising our
independence and life skills. We have learnt about feelings and different ways to
regulate ourselves and make us feel happy and calm. We have developed our
social skills and our relationships with peers and adults around the school environment.
It has been a nice experience to learn about the four seasons of the year and given everyone’s great preference to
the summer, we are really looking forward to the Summer term and our fun playing and learning in the sunshine!
Wishing you all a very Happy Easter. Cypress team

SYCAMORE GROUP
This term’s topics have been very popular in Sycamore Group! Our first topic was Transport and the children
enjoyed comparing old and new trains, role playing steam train drivers, exploring how boats float and testing
paper aeroplanes. They all got involved with our three focus stories: Emma Jane’s Aeroplane, The Runaway
Train and Little Boat (as shown in the photo). These lovely stories enabled the
children to show off their reading and emergent writing skills.
Our second topic has been Earth and Space. The class have been learning the
order of the planets from the sun using the mnemonic My Very Excited Monkey Just Sits Under Noses! They have used non-fiction books to find out about
the planets, and have used their knowledge to make a class non-fiction book
about them. They have watched video of British astronaut Tim Peake on the
International Space Station, and have learnt about some of the key moments
in the History of Space Travel. Some of the children were very amused to hear
about Laika, the first dog to go into space!
Wishing you all a happy and restful Easter break, from all in Sycamore Group J
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CHERRY GROUP
Cherry has focused on the story Noisy Town, we listened to the different sounds the vehicles make. We also enjoyed exploring
the different sounds from the wheels on the bus song. These stories linked to our topic on Transport, we all enjoyed
completing sorting activities to learn about different types of land, sea and air vehicles. The
pupils particularly liked the art activities such as creating lolly stick planes and junk modelling
of a train. During our numeracy lessons we have looked at sequencing numbers and number
value. Cherry class enjoyed looking at shapes and the shape of everyday objects. We have
also been learning about big and small. Cherry class access the community weekly, we use
visual shopping lists to find items that we need for snack and cooking. Using subject, verb
and object symbol sentence strips we have been learning to communicate effectively. We
have been also working on recognising and regulating our emotions.
From everyone in Cherry, we hope you a good Easter holidays.

ROWAN GROUP
This Spring term Rowan worked hard at developing their knowledge about toys and transport. Pupils were developing independent living skills like looking after themselves, too. Rowan has been learning about the importance of personal hygiene and
tooth care. In Numeracy we have been practicing sorting items by type, function and colour. We have been ordering by length,
weight and size. In PSHE we have been learning about feelings and emotions and different ways of dealing with them. In ICT we
continued to incorporate the iPad into the classroom, through educational applications that have helped the children to distinguish toys from the past.
In PE our pupils have been encouraged to develop and enhance their gross motor skills. We have been experimenting with
different ways of moving and travelling with greater confidence. Movements have included; around, under, over and through
balancing and climbing equipment and developing our ball skills.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all parents for your help and support with Rowan class. Happy Easter!

HAZEL GROUP
This term in Hazel group has been exciting, especially when we went to Milton
Keynes Theatre to watch the Robin Hood Pantomime, and it was a bit scary. Our
topic for the first half term was Water; we had a visit from Anglian Water who
showed us how to make clean water and had a middle school trip to Stoke
Bruerne to see the canal, try pond dipping and go on a boat trip through the Blisworth Tunnel! Hazel group are starting to be times table superstars and are
getting lots of stickers for knowing multiplications in any order without looking.
For this second half term our topic has been WWII and we have had lots to learn.
We had a middle school trip to Bletchley Park and have learned about Alan Turing and in maths have tried to break codes
and make our own Enigma machine. Hazel group have been doing lots of descriptive writing this term and some children
entered the Radio 2, 500 words competition for story writing! We have been going on weekly trips to different libraries and
have lots of books that we love reading and sharing. Phew, we have been busy!

OAK GROUP
Oak Group have had a busy term. We have really enjoyed our class
swimming sessions and our community outings to different parks around
the town. We have been working on socialising together and learning
about the different sensory experiences we all like. We have made lots
of food from around the world, particularly Chinese food. Happy Easter
everyone.
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MAPLE GROUP
Maple group have enjoyed a fantastic Spring term; we really enjoyed the topic of transport and had lots of fun playing with
trains and cars in class. We enjoyed making hot air balloons and junk car models.
This half term we have looked at toys; we got to play with some toys from the past and compare them to the toys we play
with now. We also enjoyed learning how to play dominoes and have, with support, been playing group games.
The boys have really enjoyed science this term, and we have looked at what different things are made of and the different
jobs materials do. They particularly enjoyed experimenting to see if different materials were waterproof or could float; we
needed to be wearing more waterproofs for this but it was lots of fun!
Have a lovely holiday! We are looking forward to a great summer term, From Georgie, Caitlin, Michelle and Nicky.

CHESTNUT GROUP
Chestnut group have had a very busy term! Our topic for the first half term was land, sea
& air transport. In literacy, we used colourful semantics to describe different types of
transport, using attributes of colour and size. In play choices, we created lots of art work
and enjoyed moving around in a cardboard fire engine!
This half term we explored old and new toys and had fun using pushes and pulls. We enjoyed reading the text Knuffle Bunny by Mo Willems. We all got very domesticated,
sorting the laundry, putting the washing on, taking it out and then hanging it to dry! We
had lots of practice sorting items that belong in different rooms of the house e.g. the
fridge vs the wardrobe. Happy Easter!

WILLOW GROUP
Willow have worked hard this term, we are all able to sit at the table for up to 15 minutes during circle
time and table work for every subject. We have been learning about 3D shapes in Maths, we learnt the
names and which shapes rolled. We also learnt about sizes and capacity. We looked at big, small, long,
short and weight. The children worked really well with comparing the sizes and weights using the scales
to find the differences. In English, we have been working on forming sentences and filling in gaps in sentences. Some children worked with SVO symbol strips and some worked with words. The higher ability
have been working on complex sentences and matching descriptive paragraphs to pictures from the
books we have been reading. In phonics, we have been practising our letter formation and pronunciation
of different sounds. In Humanities, we have been learning about old and new toys. We have shared these
toys with each other. The children explored the toys, pressing buttons and moving them to make a noise.
In Science, we have been learning about different forces and explored different toys that we can pull and
push which the children really enjoyed.
All the children have progressed well on their hand motor skills and fine motor skills in cooking, art, messy play and PE

BIRCH GROUP
Birch group have packed plenty into their Spring term. Our first topic was Water and we learned a lot about the water
cycle, the importance of clean water in our lives and what we can do to conserve it. We visited the canal at Stoke
Bruerne and later a lady from Anglia Water came in to show us how sewage is processed so we can enjoy clean water at
home.
More recently we have been learning a lot about the Second World War; how it started; who was involved; what it was
like for young people living at the time and how people worked together in difficult circumstances. It is a very big topic
and everyone found at least one aspect of it fascinating. This led to some interesting discussions and some excellent
work in humanities, science, English, art and cooking, as well as a wonderful trip to Bletchley Park.
Birch have also continued their regular swimming trips, which have proved to be hugely rewarding in bringing the group
closer together. Their weekly walks to the shop combined with their Maths work on money have helped to build their
confidence with buying items and working out the correct change. It has been a term of great progress for everyone in
Birch group.
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REDWOOD GROUP
It has been an absolute pleasure to get to know Redwood group this term, they have all made
me feel very welcome and we have done some fantastic activities to help us to get stuck into
our topics Water and World War 2.
During our Water topic Redwood group really enjoyed going on a trip to Stoke Bruerne where
we walked along the canal, had a ride on a canal boat and watched the mechanism of a lock.
A few weeks later we were lucky enough to have Anglian Water to visit and they helped us all
to understand the importance of water conservation as well as the water cycle. The pupils
engaged so well and asked some lovely questions.
The highlight of the term has definitely been visiting Bletchley Park as part of our World War 2
topic. The pupils had a fantastic time exploring the grounds and learning about de- coding
secret messages.
Redwood group had a lovely time making some electric cars as part of an engineering project. We were lucky enough to have an engineer come into school to help us with this project. We got to ask him lots of questions about his job.
Well done to all of Redwood group for your hard work this term, Have a lovely Easter, Ruth, Dina, Jess, Amy and Wendy

POPLAR GROUP
Poplar class have had a busy spring term. Our first topic was transport; the children enjoyed learning about what vehicles went
on the land, in the sea and in the air. We made acrostic poems in literacy about different
transport. We also looked at a book called ‘ Whatever next!’ The children were able to
build sentences about the pictures in the story. In maths we ordered vehicles by size, as we
were looking at big and small.
For world book week we immersed ourselves into ‘The hungry caterpillar’ book; the children enjoyed retelling the story, counting the fruit, ordering the days of the week and making butterflies in art.
Our second topic has been toys. The children enjoyed weighing different toys in maths as
we learnt about heavy and light. In literacy we learnt how to make lists; the class were able
to make lists on what toys they could see in the toy box. We have been doing various
shared attention sessions where we have explored old toys and new toys and toys we can push and pull.
Poplar class are excited to come back after Easter to start our next topic on pets. We hope you all have a lovely break. Poplar
Team

UNS
UNS have had a busy spring term. We have continued to make progress with work towards a variety of WJEC units.
In Maths we have focused on money and position relating these to everyday activities. In English we have
continued to develop our communication and social skills.
As part of our independent living skills we have spent time in the independent flat developing our bed making skills
and mastering hoovering along with understanding safety in the home. During our work related learning we have
delivered poster around the school and with a main focus on developing our understanding of how to prepare for
work.
Another skill we have focus on is food preparation, following instructions and developing our independence during
our weekly sessions.
We hope you have a fantastic Easter and look forward to the summer term!

USS
It has been such a fast paced spring term for us all in USS, we have celebrated book week and helped to raise money for comic
relief. However a huge success has been our enterprise project that got underway this half term as we set up our ‘Budding
Gardeners’ class business. We grew sunflowers and sweet peas from seed in class as part of a cross curricular project covering
functional English and Maths, life/work skills, enterprise and science. We managed to grow about 30 sunflowers and over 30
sweet peas as well as growing on some geranium and gazania plug plants. This all resulted in a very successful plant sale last
week which has given us some profit to invest in our next plant project. The students have surpassed themselves by working
so hard on following instructions to sow, plant, pot-up and water our plants, as well as advertising the sale, taking orders from
staff, picking the orders and delivering them. We are currently rearing tomato plants which we hope to sell next half term.
We are really looking forward to what next term brings. Happy Easter to you all, from the USS team.
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UKL
Upper KL has enjoyed the Spring Term. We have learnt about the Aztecs in Humanities and all the class enjoyed the chocolate
testing and evaluating as part of this topic. In PSHE we have been learning about healthy eating and
keeping fit. As part of this unit we have walked around Willen Lake and to the local shops to buy
fruit and healthy snacks. We have continued with our healthy living theme in Food Tech and have
made smoothies and fruit kebabs. We have also looked at how to stay healthy in Science. In Maths
the class have worked on measurement, money and time. The measurement skills came in useful
when measuring and weighing in Food Tech. In English the pupils have looked at different authors
and genres and followed instructions in order to make food for Chinese New Year. We have also
planted, grown and sold vegetables and flowers.
We would like to wish you a peaceful and restful Easter break. As you will be aware, Karen is leaving
this term and Natasha Jackson is looking forward to becoming the new class teacher after the break.
Best wishes from all of us in Upper KL.

UJP
In Maths this term, UJP have been focusing on Money and Time. The students have been reading the
time on both analogue and digital clocks and have also been considering times of the day, week and
year.
In PSHE the students have been working towards achieving personal goals and have also been considering what makes a healthy lifestyle. The students have been able to identify what they need to do to
keep healthy; including eating fruit and vegetables and drinking water.
The students have also enjoyed Book week and Red Nose day this term. They were able to join in with
the fun activities going on throughout the school giving them an opportunity to interact with peers
and enjoy dressing up.
We’ve all been working so hard and are very much looking forward to the Easter break. We hope you
have a lovely break too. From Jamie and the UJP Team.

USA
During the spring term, group USA worked hard on improving our independent living skills and gaining some work
experience throughout the term.
Opportunities were created for learners to engage in various independent skills including bed making, loading and
unloading washing machine and dish washer, folding clothes, emptying bins and replacing bin bags among other
independent living skills.
Learners also had opportunities to engage in various work related activities around the school to gain some work
experience in preparation for adulthood. Learners experienced sorting and distributing internal posts, collecting
and sorting recycle wastes as well as other work related learning activities.
Group USA continued to improve their numeracy and literacy skills throughout the spring term; the focus was on
position and understanding positional language.

UDF
UDF has been working diligently during Spring Term. Our English learning has included functional
skills with a focus on the practical use of English with the writing of letters, (both formal and informal) and emails. Latterly, the pupils have been learning about Greek myths with two specifically
studied: Pandora’s Box and Daedalus and Icarus. These two stories have been considered in some
depth. The class has written some stories around the theme of Greek myths using the vocabulary
from our spelling tests. During the PE sessions pupils have been using both the gym where they
have been developing both their ball skills and their team work. We have also been using the Ball
Court where we have enjoyed cycling. In Food Preparation lessons the boys have been learning
about knife skills, their practical and safe use. We have been making pizzas more recently and
learning to make and work with dough. We are very much looking forward to the Easter break and hope that you
have a wonderful holiday. Thank you for all your support and we look forward to continuing our progress in the
Summer Term. From the UDF team: Amy, Charlotte, Ellie and Duncan
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SIXTH FORM
Within Post 16 this term students have had a variety of opportunities to develop a greater understanding
of the world around them. Reflecting back over the school term students have explored their individual
experiences and celebrated their personal progress. A variety of new environments and opportunities
have helped to shape a more mature outlook to their personised
learning. Some of the students in 6th Form wanted to share their own
thoughts and reflections on their achievements and future plans.
“ Enjoy your Easter”. Sam
“I have had a good term in 6th Form; I have completed Life and living
coursework and been to tesa to do work experience and taken part in
enrichment every term. I am looking forward to another year in 6 th
Form.” Jason
It has been a pleasure empowering students to achieve their best and
sharing their experiences and achievements. Next term will continue
to provide many opportunities. Hope you all have a fantastic Easter.
Della and the 6th Form team.
Sixthform 2: Students have been attending Milton Keynes College, as
part of transition. They have coped really well with the different environment and meeting new people,
enjoying using the kitchen facilities.
Class base work has involved working really hard to complete their OCR modules.
During the week we have been visiting a variety of shops reinforcing their money, communication and life
skills. They have been buying their lunch and snack.
We would like to say goodbye to our leavers Chloe, Ryan and Mehran as they will be leaving the Walnuts
in June 2019, they have been a big part of the class and we wish them well in their future pathways they
will be missed.

THE ARTS
Art has been a great success at the Walnuts these last two terms.
A variety of different techniques have been explored such as; silk painting, 3D forms, casting, portraiture,
clay modelling, ceramics, life drawing, pastel work, tone/negative space and print making. Some of the
classes can confidently recall and debate the style of a variety of different artists from a wide range of mediums.
Students this half term have been participating in drama workshops with the west end school drama
group, the main focus was to explore the script of A midsummer night’s dream.

THE THERAPY TEAM
The therapy team have had another busy term. Rebound has been great and the pupils are really enjoying it,
therefore, we are looking to expand the amount of sessions we can offer. Our coffee mornings were a good place
for parents to meet and share ideas, with addition to getting advice from the Speech and Language therapist and
OT. We are looking to do more of these in the future so please keep an eye out. The new school structure has
meant we are now working closely with the behavior and stress team; they have attended training sessions from
the therapy team and are now supporting some of our programs. We have had the pleasure of having Tracey our
temporary Speech and Language therapist for the last term, unfortunately she is leaving us and we would like to
wish her all the best in the future. As always please feel free to contact us if we have any questions or queries.
Happy Easter The Therapy Team
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Special Education Needs and Disability Information, Advice and Support Service For
vice and/or support, please contact:
Advice Line: 01908 254518
Email:mksendias@milton-keynes.gov.uk
Web: www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/mksendias

YEAR 11 AND 14 LAST
SCHOOL DAY:
FRIDAY 28th JUNE

ad-

TRANISTION WEEK :
8TH JULY

IMPORTANT NOTICE — IF YOUR CHILD IS UNWELL OR NOT ABLE TO
COME TO SCHOOL
School makes a lot of additional demands upon your child. If they are not well, they are unable to
cope with the demands of a school day which can delay them getting better. In fairness to other
children and staff, please keep your child at home if you suspect they are unwell.
Children with diarrhoea and/or sickness are asked to stay at home for 48 hours to
help them get better and prevent the spread of the infection. This is in line with Local Authority guidelines.
If your child has transport it is your responsibility to phone and cancel the transport
arrangements for the duration of the absence.

If your child has to miss school through illness/medical appointment / other reason, please let the school know as soon as possible with the reason
that your child is absent by contacting the site that they are based at —
Lower School on 01908 646119, Main Site 01908 563885, Sixth Form
01908 379208. If the school is not informed, you will receive a phone-call/
text asking you to contact us and inform us of the reason of absence. We
will continue to try to contact you to obtain the reason of the absence of
the pupil, so please remember to contact us first.
INFORMAL PARENTS
EVENING
SUMMER TERM DATE

PUPILS RETURN TO SCHOOL
AFTER THE
EASTER BREAK ON:

4TH JULY

TUESDAY 23RD APRIL
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TERM DATES 2019—2020
OPEN FOR PUPILS
MORNING OF:
AUTUMN
TERM
2019

SPRING
TERM
2020

SUMMER
TERM
2020

CLOSES FOR PUPILS AT
END OF AFTERNOON ON:

STAFF TRAINING DAYS –
NO PUPILS

Holidays

Monday 2 September 2019
Friday 25 October 2019

Half Term
Monday 28 October
2019 – Friday 1 November 2019

Tuesday
3 September 2019

Thursday
24 October 2019

Monday
4 November 2019

Friday
20 December 2019

Tuesday
7 January 2020

Friday
14 February 2020

Monday
24 February 2020

Friday
3 April 2020

Monday
20 April 2020

Friday
22 May 2020

Monday 4 May – Bank Holiday – No School

Half Term
Monday 25 May 2020 –
Friday 29 May 2019

Monday
1 June 2020

Friday
17 July 2020

Monday 6 July 2020
Monday 20 July 2020

Summer Break
Monday 20 July 2020

Christmas Break
Monday 23 December
2019 – Friday 3 January
2020
Monday 6 January 2020

Half Term
Monday 17 February
2020 – Friday 21 February 2020
Easter
Monday 6 April 2020 –
Friday 17 April 2020
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